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Abstract A corpus-based sentiment analysis approach for messages written
in Arabic and its dialects is presented and implemented. The originality of this
approach resides in the automation construction of the annotated sentiment
corpus, which relies mainly on a sentiment lexicon that is also constructed
automatically. For the classification step, shallow and deep classifiers are used
with features being extracted applying word embedding models. For the val-
idation of the constructed corpus, we proceed with a manual reviewing and
it was found that 85.17% were correctly annotated. This approach is applied
on the under-resourced Algerian dialect and the approach is tested on two
external test corpora presented in the literature. The obtained results are very
encouraging with an F1-score that is up to 88% (on the first test corpus) and
up to 81% (on the second test corpus). These results respectively represent a
20% and a 6% improvement, respectively, when compared with existing work
in the research literature.
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1 Introduction
Opinions on a product, a company or a political personality are important for
business managers and company directors. The emergence of the internet and
social media has made available, and will continue to do so in the future, large
amounts of data containing significant numbers of opinions, sentiments and
emotions, thus engendering interest on their analysis. Sentiment analysis (SA)
research has really paid off for languages such as English, French or Chinese,
with frequent and numerous studies and work being published. For other lan-
guages, such as Arabic and its dialects, research works have just started to
give usable results. The reason for the low amount of work focusing on the
Arabic language is twofold: (1) the morphological richness of this language
and its dialects makes its analysis very complex and, therefore, challenging;
and (2) the lack of resources dedicated to this language and, in particular, to
its dialects.
There are two main approaches proposed for Arabic SA: 1) by constructing or
using a sentiment lexicon (lexicon-based approach) and 2) by constructing or
using an annotated corpus (corpus-based approach). Different techniques are
used for lexicon and corpus constructions, respectively. Some of them are man-
ual while others are automatic. Almost all the lexicons have been constructed
automatically based mainly on Google translate or bilingual dictionaries [91,
110,92,1,5]. However, Google translate works only for Modern Standard Ara-
bic (MSA) whilst bilingual dictionaries cover only the most studied Arabic
dialects such as Egyptian and Levantine. Dialects such as the Maghrebi ones
(Algerian, Tunisia and Moroccan) cannot be handled with Google translate,
with only few resources available for them [67,126]. Regarding corpus con-
struction, almost all the available corpora have been constructed manually
[106,3,85,95,2,94] and the annotation is done by native annotators, which is
time and effort consuming. Additionally, this approach produces corpus with
only few thousands messages, i.e. limited corpus.
To overcome the above Arabic SA identified limitations, this paper presents
an automatic lexicon-based approach construction of an annotated sentiment
corpus with two principal steps:
(i) A lexicon construction that uses GlosbeAPI, which is, to the best of our
knowledge, the unique API that translates from/to Arabic and all its di-
alects; and
(ii) The computation of a message sentiment score based on a proposed algo-
rithm that handles the most important characteristics of Arabic and its
dialect, i.e. opposition, morphological aspects and negation. When a mes-
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sage contains a strong emoticon such as: “<3, , , etc.”, it is directly
classified as positive or negative (depending on the valence of the used
emoticon).
After constructing the corpus, Word2vec [88] and fastText [71] algorithms are
used to extract features, and different shallow (Support Vector Machine (SVM)
[120], Logistic Regression (LR) [32], etc.) and deep (convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) [52], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [68], etc.) classification
algorithms are applied to achieve the proposed automatic classification of a
set of messages1.
The next section provides an overview of the Arabic language and its dif-
ferent dialects. Following this, Section 3 concerns existing literature research
work on Arabic SA covering sentiment lexicon and corpora construction; new
trends in Arabic SA; and the research work inspiring our approach to support
our objectives and motivation. In Section 4 describes the methodology of the
proposed approach of Arabic sentiment analysis using both lexicon-based and
corpus-based techniques. Section 5 is devoted to its experimental evaluation.
Lastly, Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Backgroud
2.1 Sentiment Analysis: an overview
Sentiment analysis (SA), also called opinion mining, is the field of study that
analyses people’s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, appraisals, attitudes, and
emotions toward entities such as products, services, organisations, individuals,
issues, events, topics, and their attributes. It represents an important and
active research area in computer science [80]. Sentiment analysis was recently
considered as a hot topic of research in social networks. [96]
Sentiment analysis can be done using two main automatic learning approaches:
supervised and unsupervised. Unsupervised approaches (also called lexicon-
based method) are based on sentiment lexicons like dictionaries [117,25,91,
40,55]. The lexicon-based approach relies on a sentiment lexicon containing
a set of words with their valences (positive/ negative/ neutral). In addition
to the valence, some lexicons also contain, the polarity of each word. The
majority of authors rely on a number between 1 and 5 for the positive words.
A number between ( - 1 ) and ( - 5 ) is used for the negative words. Then, an
algorithm calculating the polarity of a given sentence is proposed. The idea
of the majority of the algorithms is to summing the polarities of the different
words detected in the used lexicon. The originality of each algorithm resides
in its ability to rely on other features such as handling negation, intensifiers.
1 More details related to deep learning algorithms are presented in the survey of Schmid-
huber [111]
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Supervised approaches (also called the corpus-based method) typically use la-
belled corpus to train the sentiment classifier [81,26,106,85,17]. Corpus-based
approach relies on a sentiment corpus containing a set of sentences/documents
(i.e. sentence level or document level) with their valences (positives/ negatives
or neutral). In contrast to the lexicon-based approach, almost all the con-
structed corpora contain only the valence (i.e. the polarity is not used). This
approach is based on a set of classification algorithms (such as both shallow
and deep algorithms). The first idea of these algorithms is to train a model
based on the annotated used corpus. Afterwards, the generated model is used
to classify the utterance sentence into positive/ negative or neutral [60,62].
2.2 Arabic and its dialects: an overview
Arabic is the official language of 27 countries; it is spoken by more than 400
million people; and it is recognised as the 4th most used language in the In-
ternet [27,58]. The research work in the literature distinguishes three main
varieties of Arabic [64,49,67]: 1) Classical Arabic (CA) used in literary texts
(such as Quran – Muslims’s book); 2) Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) used
for writing as well as formal conversations; and 3) Dialectal Arabic (DA) used
in daily life communication and conversational level [27].
Arabic Dialects are another form of Arabic used in daily life communication
that is referred to by the term ‘da¯rija’, which means ‘current language’. Almost
all Arab countries have their own dialects, which can differ within the same
country [107]. The difference between dialects are due to the history of each
country and their geographical locations. For example, the Algerian dialect has
been influenced over the centuries by languages such as Amazigh, Turkish, Ital-
ian, Spanish and French. For example, the following words éÓñk. Q¯ Qurjuwmah
’gorge’, éÊK. 	P Zablah ’fault’, é 	JK
XQ. Spardinyah ’Espadrille’ and 	àñ 	®J
ÊJ
K Tiyliy-
fuwn ’Telephone’ are borrowed from the Berber, Turkish, Italian, Spanish and
French languages, respectively [108]. Arabic dialects are mostly divided into
six main groups: (1) Egyptian (EGY), which is the most widely understood
dialect, due to the spreading of the Egyptian television and movie industry;
(2) Levantine (LEV), which represents a set of dialects that differ in pronun-
ciation and intonation, but that are largely equivalent in written forms and
closely related to the Aramaic language; (3) Gulf (GLF), which is the closest
regional dialect to MSA; (4) Iraqi (IRQ), which is considered to be a Gulf
dialect with its own distinctive features in terms of prepositions, verb conju-
gation and pronunciation; (5) Maghrebi (MAGH), which is influenced by the
French and Berber languages; and (6) Others remaining dialects [64,109,126,
59].
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3 Arabic sentiment analysis: Related work
This section concerns existing research work on Arabic SA with a focus on
sentiment lexicon and corpora construction; new trends in Arabic SA; and the
research works inspiring our proposed approach.
3.1 Work on sentiment lexicon and corpora construction
Three research trends have emerged for the Arabic sentiment lexicon:
1. Manual lexicon construction as reported in [1,83], with the first work de-
scribing the process of the manual creation of the lexicon SIFAAT while
the second work focused on the Algerian dialect and the construction of a
lexicon by manual translation of an existing MSA and Egyptian lexicon.
2. Automatic lexicon construction, used for most of the Arabic sentiment
lexicons presented in the literature, following one of the following three
main methodologies:
(i) Construction based on automatic translation of an existing English sen-
timent lexicon, such as Bing Liu’s lexicon [36], SentiWordnet [48] or
SentiStrenght [117], using Google translate [91,110,92,1,5] or an Ara-
bic/English dictionary [7].
(ii) Construction based on resources linking [22,55,47,15] such as En-
glish/Arabic resources such as Sentiwordnet, Arabic WordNet [51] and
Arabic Morphological Analyzer [56,28]. Manual annotation provides a
high precision but it lacks coverage while the automatic construction
from existing resources offers high coverage but a lower precision [54].
(iii) construction based on both translation and resources linking [82,7] us-
ing a reduce seed set of English sentiment words that are translated
into Arabic and expanded using Arabic Wordnet or Arabic synonym
dictionaries.
3. Semi-automatic lexicon construction, i.e. automatic construction of the lex-
icon followed by its manual review [40,4], is the least proposed methodol-
ogy. For example, El-Beltagy [40] presents NileULex, an Arabic sentiment
lexicon composed of 45% of words in Egyptian dialect and 55% of words in
MSA. The First version of NileULex was proposed in 2013 [42]. Afterwards,
new words were manually added to this lexicon [45]. Finally, the resulted
lexicon was manually reviewed in order to limiting the effect of semantic
ambiguity [40].
The same three research trends have also been observed for the Arabic senti-
ment corpus construction:
1. Manual sentiment corpus construction, which is the approach applied in
the construction of almost all the Arabic sentiment corpora [106,3,85,95,2,
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94,103,93], with the annotation being carried out, in the majority of cases,
by native annotators.
2. Automatic sentiment corpus construction. Research applying an automatic
construction is scarce, with the following two techniques been employed:
(i) A rating reviews on a 1 to 5 stars scale as in [16,46] for constructing 7
data sets; and
(ii) A sentiment lexicon as in [58], where an Algerian sentiment lexicon was
created and used for tagging a large set of Algerian messages, or as
in [53], where a large sentiment corpus dedicated to MSA and Egyp-
tian dialect was built via the manual annotation of a sentiment lexicon
containing 4,404 phrases (used as keywords), which was used to pro-
pose an algorithm for automatically annotate a corpus containing more
than 400,000 tweets (reduced to only 151,548 tweets where both posi-
tives and negative classes contain 75,774 tweets after preprocessing and
annotation).
3. Semi-automatic sentiment corpus construction, which has been scarcely
applied. The corpus AraSenTi-Tweet constructed in [11] is an example of
the application of this annotation schema. It contains 17,573 Saudi tweets
that were semi-automatically annotated into four classes: positive, nega-
tive, neutral and mixed. For constructing this corpus, the authors firstly
relied on a sentiment lexicon containing both keywords and emoticon with
their polarities (i.e. positive/negative).
The main lexicon and corpus construction approaches mentioned above are
summarised in Table 1, where additional details are provided regarding their
size, the literature research work using them and their link if publicly available.
3.2 New trends in Arabic SA
In a supervised approach (corpus-based approach) text is represented as a
feature vector. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, a bag of words (BOW) rep-
resentation model is commonly used [13]. Despite its popularity, this approach
has two major drawbacks: 1) loss of word order in the sentence, and 2) seman-
tic ignorance of words [24]. Moreover, the application of this approach may
require additional treatment of data and an additional appropriate word fea-
ture extraction technique [8,24]. Word and document embedding has emerged
as an alternative representation model [8,44,24,14]. Indeed, El Mahdaouy et
al. [44] affirm that using document embedding improves text classification. Al-
Azani and El-Alfy [8] and Altowayan et al. [14] relied on large Arabic corpora
to train Word2vec models [89] in order to improve Arabic SA, while Barhoumi
in [24] applied the Doc2vec model [79] for the sentiment classification of the
corpus LABR [16]. More recently, the FastText algorithm has been proposed
[71], which is based on either the Skip-gram or the continuous BOW (CBOW)
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Resource
type
Name Size Work using re-
sources
link
SIFFAT [1] 229 452 [4,22] NA
Mataoui et al. lexicon
[83]
3093 NA NA
Arabic Emoticon
Lexicon + Arabic
hashtag lexicon +
Arabic hashtag lex-
icon (Dialect) +
NRC Emoticon lex-
icon+ NRC hashtag
lexicon[91,110,92]
43304 + 21964
+ 20128 +
26740 + 32582
[70,77,116] All lexicons1
Abdula et al. lexicon
[5]
16800 [4,22] NA
ArSenL [22] 33995 [21,9,50,47] ArSenL2
Lexicon SLSA[47] 34821 NA NA
[15] 249532 NA NA
[82] 7400 NA NA
[7] 4815 NA NA
NileULex[40] 5953 [39,41,43] NNileULex3
SANA[4] 224564 NA
ArSEL[55] 32196 NA ArSEL4
SentiALG +
SOCALALG[61]
3408 + 2375 [58,57] NA
OCA [106] 500 [82,105,18,102] OCA5
AWATIF [3] 10723 NA NA
TSAC [85] 17060 NA TSAC6
ASTD [95] 10000 [33,121] ASTD +
python code7
DARDASHA+
TAGREED+
TAHRIR+
MONTADA[2]
2798 + 3015+
3008 + 3097
NA NA
SentiAlg[58] 8000 NA NA
Corpus Twitter Benchmark
Dataset[53]
151,548 NA NA
LABR[16] 63257 [10,33,14] LABR +
python code8
Mourad et al. corpus
[94]
2300 NA NA
ATT+ HTL+
MOV+ PROD+
RES1+ RES2+RES
[46]
2154 + 15572
+ 1524 +
4272 + 8364 +
2642+ 10970
[33] All corpus +
code9
ArTwitter[6] 2000 [14,12] ArTwitter10
SANA [103] 513 NA SANA11
Arasenti-tweet[11] 17573 NA NA
Egyptian-tweets[93] 40000 NA Egyptian-
tweets12
Table 1 Lexicon and corpus Arabic sentiment resources
1 http://saifmohammad.com/WebPages/lexicons.html
2 http://www.oma-project.com/
3 https://github.com/NileTMRG/NileULex
4 http://oma-project.azurewebsites.net/
5 http://sinai.ujaen.es/oca-corpus-en/
6 https://github.com/fbougares/TSAC
7 https://github.com/mahmoudnabil/ASTD
8 https://github.com/mohamedadaly/LABR
9 https://github.com/hadyelsahar/large-arabic-sentiment-analysis-resouces
10 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Twitter+Data+set+for+Arabic+Sentiment+Analysis
11 http://rahab.e-monsite.com/medias/files/corpus.rar
12 https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/LBXV9O
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architectures. Although FastText is often compared to Word2vec for classi-
fication tasks [114,112], as far as we know, it has not been used for Arabic
classification.
Recently, deep learning algorithms such as a convolutional neural network
(CNN), long short-term memory (LSTM) and bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM)
have become popular for classifying sentiments. In our research context, a
scheme of Arabic sentiment classification was presented in [33] to evaluate
and detect the sentiment polarity from Arabic reviews in which a CNN was
trained on top of pretrained Arabic word embedding (Word2vec + CBOW
+ Skip-gram) for sentiment classification. In this case, the authors used the
CNN architecture defined in [75], which relies on one channel that allows the
adaptation of pre-trained vectors for each task, and it was applied to different
corpus presented in the literature such as LABR, ASTD, etc. More recently,
a model for multi-class SA using a simple Neural Network architecture of dif-
ferent layers was presented [19], which has the advantage of not relying on
language-specific features such as anthologies, dictionaries, morphological or
syntactic pre-processing. This model has been applied for English, German
and Arabic languages. The Arabic language applications relied on the ASTD
corpus constructed in [95]. Another new tendency in SA aims ‘to retain the
knowledge obtained from past learning and uses past knowledge to help future
learning’ [29]. In this context, Xia et al. [124] proposed a distantly supervised
lifelong learning framework for large-scale social media SA, and obtained re-
sults that support the feasibility and effectiveness of this approach to deal
with the challenge of continuous update of texts with dynamic topics in so-
cial media. More details about the work that have been proposed for Arabic
sentiment analysis are detailed in our last survey [60].
3.3 Sentiment analysis in other languages
Almost all the resources dedicated to English sentiment analysis follow two
major trends, manual and automatic construction. However the majority of
the resources were constructed automatically [48,113,30,81,98,84]. Esuli et
al. [48] present SentiWordNet, a lexical resource produced by using an auto-
mated classifier for associating each synset of WordNet [90] to a triplet of scores
corresponding to, Positive, Negative, or Neutral. This lexicon was improved
in 2010 [20]. Many recent works rely on SentiWordNet including [34,65,119,
73,37,118]. In [113], a Semantic Orientation CALculator (SO-CAL) was pre-
sented. SO-CAL includes different dictionaries of words annotated with their
semantic orientation (polarity and strength) and incorporates intensifiers and
negation pronouns. SO-CAL classifies text into two classes (positives, nega-
tives). The current version of SO-CAL contains a total of 6,769 entries. Cam-
bria et al. [30] present SenticNet, a publicly available resource for sentiment
analysis exploiting AI and Semantic Web techniques. SenticNet contains more
than 5,700 polarity concepts. SenticNet was used in different research works
including [100,101,25].
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Maas et al.[81] present a large movie review dataset extracted from IMDB2.
This dataset was constructed automatically by using the associated binary
sentiment polarity labels to each movie review. It is intended to serve as a
benchmark for sentiment classification. This corpus contains 50,000 reviews
split evenly into 25,000 train and 25,000 test sets. Many research works rely on
IMDB dataset including [76,115,97,130]. Pak et al., also propose an automatic
approach to construct their annotated corpus. The authors first collect a corpus
of 300,000 text posts from Twitter and split it automatically into three parts,
positive, negative and objective. To collect negative and positive sentiments,
they queried Twitter for two types of emoticons:(1) Happy emoticons such as:
":-)", ":)", "=)", ":D", etc. and (2) Sad emoticons such as: ":-(", ":(", "=(",
";(", etc. To collect a corpus of objective posts, they retrieved text messages
from Twitter accounts of popular newspapers and magazines, such as: "New
York Times", "Washington Posts", etc. For classification, the authors called
different classifiers such as SVM, NB, etc. However, they attested that NB ave
better results. Finally, Mcauley et al., [84] construct a dataset from Amazon.
This corpus contains 35 million reviews. The data were collected by starting
with a list of 75 million as in-like strings (Amazon product identifiers) obtained
from the Internet Archive. This dataset is used by many research works such
as [128,87,99]
It is worth mentioning that the automatic construction, for lexicon and cor-
pus, has also been used for other languages such as Spanish and Romanian.
To show the effectiveness of this construction technique, Banea et al. [23] car-
ried our different experiments that relied on different English resources such
as MPQA corpus [122] and OpinionFinder system [123]. They also followed
a manual annotation of a sentiment corpus in Spanish and Romanian. Fi-
nally, the association of word embedding and deep learning models is also the
current trends for the other languages. As examples, Chen et al., [31] incor-
porate user information and product information in the classification process.
These authors principally rely on IMDB corpus for their training. They used
word2vec for extracting vectors and LSTM model for the classification. The
pair Word2vec/LSTM was also used by Dou et al., [38]. The proposed model
includes into two separate parts. The first part, LSTM is applied to learn a
document representation. The second part, a deep memory network contain-
ing multiple computational layers is used to predict the review rating for each
document. Finally, Zhou et al., [129] present an attention-based bilingual rep-
resentation learning model. The proposed model learns the distributed seman-
tics of the documents in a source and a target languages (English was used as
a source language and Chinese as a target language). In each language, LSTM
network was used3.
2 https://www.imdb.com/
3 A detailed survey presenting deep learning for sentiment analysis was presented by
Zhang et al., [127]
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3.4 The research work inspiring our proposed approach
The methodology used for constructing a sentiment lexicon in the proposed
approach is inspired by previous research work on the use of Google trans-
late to automatic translate existing English lexicons [91,110,92,1] based on
Arabic/English dictionaries [5]. It is noted, though, that Google translate
deals with MSA only and, therefore, dialects translation is not allowed. More-
over, Arabic/English dictionaries cover MSA and the most studied dialects
(Egyptian, Levantine). Hence, Glosbe API4, which is an online API offering
the translation from/to MSA and almost all its dialects, was chosen instead.
Glosbe API resembles Amazon Mechanical Turk5 but it is open source. In
addition, sentiment ambiguity was addressed in our proposed approach as per
the research work on semi-automatic construction in [40], which manually re-
views the automatically constructed lexicon. Handling morphological aspects
of Arabic dialects was approached using research work dedicated to MSA that
relies on stemming tools. For example the work in [83] used the MSA designed
Khoja stemmer [74] for stemming the Algerian dialect. One of the major prob-
lems is that MSA tools do not generalise well to Arabic dialects [66]. In the
proposed approach herein, agglutination is treated by employing an algorithm
that supports the originality of the studied dialect, and it is principally related
to its prefixes, suffixes, and negative pronouns.
Proposals for constructing an annotated sentiment corpus automatically that
exploit the presence of emoticons and emotions to determine the sentiment
of messages can be found in [98,69,125] while a semi-automatic construction
was proposed by Ren et al. in [104]. However these work are not dedicated
to Arabic but to others languages (English, Dutch and Japanese). After a
careful analysis of the Arabic text on social media, it is observed that all the
emoticons are not appropriate for determining sentiment. For example, the
message ‘Q
ëA Ó ù®ÒmÌ'@ Éªk. 	áÓ ù 	®» :)’, which means Enough of making fools
famous :), is definitely negative but contains the positive emoticon “:)" that
represents laugh. Another example: ½J.k@ ú

	æJ
« H@P 	áÓ ¨ðP@ AK
 ˆ ½J.k@ˆ½J.k@:(,
which means You are among the most beautiful which I have seen, I love youˆ, I
love youˆ, I love you:(, is definitely positive but contains the negative emoticon
“:( " that represents sadness. Hence general emoticons such as “:), :( ” cannot
determine, on their own, the orientation of messages. To deal with this draw-
back, our proposed approach considers only strong emoticons for annotation
(Section 4.1.2). The work presented in [11], which relies on sentiment words
for the automatic annotation of a large corpus in Saudi dialects, was also
another inspirational work for us to include in our proposed methodology a
sentiment algorithm for handling opposition, Arabic morphology and negation
(Section 4.1.2). The work reported in [11,8,14,44,24] use Word2vec/Doc2vec
for features extraction were also influential, with FastText used in our pro-
4 https://en.glosbe.com/
5 https://www.mturk.com/
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posed approach for the purpose of comparing results. Finally, our approach
was also influenced by Dahou et al. and of Attia et al. research work on CNN
algorithms for sentiment classification task [33,19]. Other algorithms such as
LSTM, BiLSTM and MLP are possible and have been used in other languages.
Hence, we propose to use a variety of algorithms for classification task in or-
der to ascertain which deep learning algorithm is most suitable for Arabic
sentiment classification.
4 Methodology
The main contribution of this paper is a new corpus-based SA approach for
Arabic and its dialects. Figure 1 illustrates the general architecture of our
proposed Arabic SA approach, with its different inputs, outputs and exchanges
associated with each step are described below.
As a corpus-based approach needs an annotated corpus. Hence, one of the
main aims of this contribution is to automate the corpus construction process,
for which we rely on a lexicon based-approach with two key processes:
1. Arabic sentiment lexicon construction. The Arabic sentiment lexicon is
constructed automatically by relying on an existing English sentiment lex-
icon.
2. Message score computation. The algorithm for computing message score
handles the morphological aspects of Arabic and its dialects when calcu-
lating the score of messages based on the constructed lexicon.
Our proposed corpus-based approach contains three principal steps:
(1) Corpus extraction – a large Arabic corpus is firstly extracted from Face-
book.
(2) Corpus annotation – each Arabic message (input) in the extracted corpus is
automatically annotated as positive or negative (output) by relying mainly
on the constructed Arabic sentiment lexicon.
(3) Sentiment classification – we propose an automatic classification of an Ara-
bic message as positive or negative by using new SA trending methods like
word embedding, deep learning, etc.
4.1 Lexicon-based approach
4.1.1 Arabic sentiment lexicon construction
This step receives as input an English sentiment lexicon. English is chosen
because it is the most used language in SA and SA lexicon [63]. Each word
in this lexicon is translated using a translation API. After that, a lexicon of
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Fig. 1 The general architecture of the proposed Arabic SA approach
sentiments is constructed by extracting each term in Arabic and calculating
its score. Accordingly, this step consists of two sub-steps:
4.1.1.1 Translation The Arabic lexicon is constructed by translating an ex-
isting English lexicon. Rather than SentiWordNet [20] or SentiStrength [117],
SOCAL [113] was chosen because it contains a large number of terms and this
study does not focus on the context of terms but only on its global valence. As
already mentioned, the present work focuses on Arabic and its dialects (MSA
+ dialects), and therefore the Glosbe API6 was chosen to translate English
words.
4.1.1.2 Term score computation After the automatic translation, the score of
an English word is associated with its translated word(s). For example, the
6 https://glosbe.com/en/arq/excellent
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score +5 of the English word ‘excellent’ is associated to its translations: ‘ù
 ëAK. ’
(bAhy), ‘ 	­J
¢Ë’ (lTyf), and ’iJ
ÊÓ’ (mlyH). As all SOCAL’s terms are in the
range [−5,+5], the different obtained terms are also tagged from negative
(labels ranging between -1 and -5) to positive (labels ranging between +1 and
+5). When different English words are translated into the same Arabic word,
the average sentiment score of the English words is assigned to such an Arabic
word. For example, the word ‘iJ
ÊÓ’ can be the translation of the English terms
‘excellent’ (with an associated score of +5) but also of the English term ‘good’
(with an associated score of +3). Hence, the Arabic term ‘iJ
ÊÓ’ will have the
average of sentiment scores of the corresponding translated English words.
4.1.2 Message score computation
The constructed lexicon is used to automatically provide a sentiment score
for Arabic message utterances, which leads to the provision of a method to
automatically construct a large sentiment training corpus. To compute the
mentioned score, different steps are followed: strong emoticons and strong ex-
pression handling; opposition handling; Arabic morphology handling (aggluti-
nation); and negation handling.
4.1.2.1 Strong emoticons and strong expression handling On the one hand,
only strong emoticons are used ("<3, , , etc."). Hence, if a message con-
tains a strong positive emoticon then it is automatically annotated as positive;
and vice versa for negative ones.On the other hand, the presence of some ex-
pressions are also crucial in determining the valence of a message. For example,
Arabic people use ú

	¯ é

Ë @ ¼PAK. (God bless), úÎ« HñÖ
	ß and (I love a lot) to ex-
press very positive sentiments, while they use ½ËAîD
JªK
 é

Ë @ (God give you bad
things) and ½J
Ê« èPA 	k ( lost on you) to express very negative sentiments.
Hence, if a message contains a strong positive or negative expression then it
is automatically annotated
Some messages contain different emoticons/ expressions. These emoticons/ ex-
pressions could also have different polarities. However, this problem is not too
frequent in social media. As we focused only on a limited list of the strongest
emoticons/ expressions, their use was in most of the cases uniform (i.e. having
the same polarity). To validate this claim, we firstly extract from the large Ara-
bic corpus that we collected from social media (presented in section 5.1.1, item
(i)) the messages including divergence in polarity. We extracted four categories
of messages: 1) messages containing both positives and negatives emoticons.
2) messages containing both positive and negative expressions. 3) messages
containing both positive emoticons and negative expressions and 4) messages
containing negative emoticons and positive expressions. However, the propor-
tion of these case comparing to the totality of the corpus was very small.
Only 0.012% of the total corpus contains divergent emoticons/ expressions.
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The most popular case was with positive and negative emoticons representing
0.117% from the entire corpus. We also observed that in the majority of cases
the first emoticon /expression found is most representative of the global po-
larity of the message. Hence, we annotate the messages with the polarity of
the first emoticon/ expression found.
4.1.2.2 Opposition handling Opposition is generally expressed with the word
’ 	áºË’ in MSA and with the word ’i.’ in some dialects, which means but,
however, etc. From the analysis of a set of messages, it can be seen that the
part following the opposition word determines the valence of the message. For
example, 	àñÒJ
J.Ó 	ám
	' 	áºË HAJ
mÌ'@ éK. ñª AÒêÓ (Even with the life difficulties
but we are always smiling) is considered to carry a positive sentiment de-
spite the negative part before the opposition. The highlighted example shows
that the part following the opposition is sufficient for determining the valence
of messages. Thus, the aim at this stage is to determine a set of apposition
words. When the system finds one of such words in a message, its sentiment
score will be computed using the part of the message that follows the opposi-
tion word.
4.1.2.3 Arabic morphology handling The different morphological analysers
proposed in the literature deal with a number of dialects but not the Al-
gerian dialect. Words are typically composed of prefix(es)+stem+suffix(es), so
we employ a simple rule-based light stemmer to handle Arabic prefixes and
suffixes. If a word does not match any of the entries in the lexicon, all possible
prefix/suffix combinations are removed to find out if the remaining possible
stems would match entries in the lexicon. For example, the word ½ËAîD.m
	' (I like
it for you) can be separated into ½Ë+ Aë+I. k+ 	à; the stem I. k is included in
the sentiment lexicon; the letter 	à is included in the prefix-list; and the letters
Aë and ½Ë are both included in suffix list; therefore, this splitting is accepted,
and this word receive the valence and intensity of its stem I. k (love) and the
score of +1.56). Some stems that end with ø (Y) when they are in isolation,
such as ú¾K. (cried), when suffixes are attached to it are transformed into ø
 (y)
, such as IJ
ºK. (I cried). Thus, in the context of this work, ø was normalised
to ø
 . However, negation prefixes and suffixes are handled separately.
The prefixes / suffixes that we used are: ð (w), @ (A), ø
 (y),
H (t), 	à (n),
H. (b), È@ (Al), and È (l). As for the suffixes, we used: ø
 (y),
H (t), ð (w), @
(A), è (p), 	áK
 (yn), @ (A), è (h), Ñë (hm), Õ» (km), A 	K (nA), Aë (hA), ñë (hw), ¼
(k), ú

	G (ny), ÑêË (lhm), ÕºË (lkm), A 	K (nA), A 	JË (lnA), AêË (lhA), ñË (lw), ½Ë (lk),
and ú
Í (ly). However, we also consider the concatenation of the above prefixes
/suffixes (which is used in Arabic and its dialects). Hence, we also consider
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prefixes such as I	K (nt), IK
 (yt) and suffixes such as ÕºËAë (hAlkm) or ÑêËAë
(hAlhm).
4.1.2.4 Negation handling Negation in Arabic can be expressed with different
words (B, 
Ë, etc), while in its dialects is usually expressed by attaching a
prefix, a suffix, or a combination of both. For example, the word ÒºJ. m
	' AÓ
(I don’t like you) can also be written as ÒºJ. m
	' AÓ,  ÕºJ. m
	' AÓ or  ÕºJ. m
	' AÓ.
Hence, negation can be attached to or be separated from words. This work
deals with both agglutinated and separated negation markers. A list of pre-
fixes and suffixes related to negation are defined (including B (lA), AÓ (mA),
CK. (blA), úæÓ (mshy), úæAÓ (mAshy),  (sh)). Different spaces were also con-
catenated to all the used prefixes / suffixes, as the user on social medias could
use both writing (using / without using space between the prefixes/suffixes
and the word). All the above prefixes /suffixes presented in section 4.1.2.3. are
also used. The above affixes can be attached (concatenated) to the negation
prefixes / suffixes. However, from the analysis of social media messages it can
be seen that, in most cases, negation does not only affect the preceding word
but also some of the words in the rest of the sentence. Thus, once a negation
prefix or negation suffix is detected, the score of words following the negation
is reversed, i.e. it is multiplied by -1.
4.2 Corpus-based approach
4.2.1 Corpus extraction and preprocessing
Text messages written in Arabic were extracted from the most popular Face-
book pages used in Arabic countries7: MustafaHosny for Egypt with 32,854,861
fans8; ooredooqatar for Qatar with 834,031 fans9 ; and EnnaharTv for Alge-
ria with 9,603,348 fans10. In addition, the Facebook Rest API was used. To
extract Arabic words, we use publicly available dictionaries, monolingual and
parallel corpora [78,35,86]. To handle unstructured text, a set of preprocessing
methods are used: (1) deletion of repeated messages; (2) removal of exaggera-
tions; for example the word I. j
jm 	' is transformed into I. m
	' (3) deletion of the
character ‘#’ and punctuation ‘.,!,?’; (4) removal of consecutive white spaces
as well as the Arabic Tatweel (‘–’).
4.2.2 Corpus annotation
The lexicon constructed, as described in Section 4.1, is used to automatically
assign a sentiment score to messages in the large corpus extracted from Face-
7 https://www.socialbakers.com/statistics/facebook/pages/total/
8 https://www.facebook.com/MustafaHosny/
9 https://www.facebook.com/ooredooqatar/
10 https://www.facebook.com/EnnaharTv/
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book. Although our lexicon might be limited, messages that we automatically
tagged as having strong positive or strong negative polarity may have other
sentiment words. As such, we hope that subsequent training of a sentiment
classifier on the automatically created corpus would improve results. Since we
are interested in sentences that show strong sentiment, we retained sentences
with a sentiment score above a threshold value α (as positives sentences) and
sentences that have a sentiment score below the threshold value −α (as neg-
atives sentences), and we varied α between 0 and 1 to determine its optimal
value.
To increase labelling precision, the following heuristic approach was used:
1. If there are more positive sentiment words than negative sentiment words,
then the message is considered positive (and vice versa). The role of this
feature is to increase precision. Having a score greater/less than 0 does
not certainly imply that the message is positive /negative. For proposing
a corpus annotated automatically, we need to keep only the more precise
samples. Hence, If the number of positive and negative sentiment words
are equal, then we do not label the message.
2. The number of positive/negative sentiment words has to constitute at least
25% of the words in the message. This feature means that at least 1 word
on 4 has to be in the lexicon. Then, if the message contains 8 words, 2 of
them, have to be in the sentiment lexicon. The role of this feature is to
avoid the case of a long message with only one word in the lexicon. Then,
the found word could not be representative of the global sentiment of the
message. For choosing 25%, other experiments were considered respectively
using 50%, 75% and 100%. However, the most acceptable results were with
25%.
N Sentences Translation Morphology handling Features Score calculation Valence
1 éjJ
ÊÓ éJ.ªË @ XAë I. m
	' I like this game, it’s good è+iJ
ÊÓ éJ.ªË+ @ XAë I. k+ 	à 3 positive words (+1.49)+(+1.22)+(2.09)/4=1.2 P
2 ÉJ.îE éjJ
ÊÓ It’s good, it’s make crazy ÉJ.ë+ H è+iJ
ÊÓ 1 positive word (+2.09)+(-1.43)/2=0.33 NA
1 negative word
3 ÉJ.îE i. éjJ
ÊÓ It’s good but it’s make crazy ÉJ.ë+ H i. è+iJ
ÊÓ Opposition (-1.43)/1=-1.43 N
4 Hñ 	®Ë úÎ« HñÖ 	ß I could die for the football Hñ 	®Ë + úÎ« HñÖ 	ß 1 strong expression +1.0 P
meaning: I really like football (úÎ« HñÖ 	ß)
5 I. J
« ú
æ
AÓ Q® 	®Ë @ Poorness isn’t shameful I. J
« ú
æ
AÓ Q® 	¯+È@ 1 positive word (-2.57)+(+2.17)+(-2.09) N
iJ
ÊÓ ú
æ
AÓ ú

	GAKð and also it isn’t good iJ
ÊÓ ú
æ
AÓ ú

	GAKð =
2 negation words -2.64/6=-0.44
(ú
æ
AÓ)
Table 2 A sample of the automatic annotated corpus
For better clarifying the annotation process, we present in Table 2 five exam-
ples of annotated sentences ( P–positive; N–negative) using the constructed
lexicon and the presented annotation algorithm. If none of the heuristics rules
presented above applies, then the message is not annotated and it is not added
to the corpus (this case is presented by NA in the table). In order to present
the process step by step, we also include Table 3 containing a small sample of
the constructed lexicon with 6 terms, their translation, valence and intensity.
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Terms Translation Valence Intensity
I. k Love P +1.49
I. ªË Play P +1.22
iJ
ÊÓ Good P +2.09
ÉJ.ë Making crazy N -1.43
Q® 	¯ Poorness N -2.57
I. J
« Shameful N -2.17
Table 3 A sample of the constructed sentiment lexicon
The first entry message of Table 2 has a calculated sentiment score greater
than 0 and the following heuristics rules apply: the number of positives words
is greater that the number of negative words; the number of positives words
represents 75% (3/4) of the number of words in the message. The second
entry message, although there is a positive score recorded, is not annotated
because the number of positive words equals the number of negative ones.
The third entry message introduces the word "but" to entry message two,
which expresses opposition. As explained before, the algorithm focuses only
on the part following the opposition word ‘but’, which has only one word with
negative valence and hence the message is annotated as negative. It can be
seen that the fourth entry message contains the strong positive expression
úÎ« HñÖ 	ß and therefore it is annotated as positive. For the last entry message
in the table, the negation word ú
æ
AÓ inverses the polarity of the words; hence,
it is annotated as negative.
4.2.3 Classification
Shallow and deep algorithms are used for classification. Features are extracted
with word embedding techniques: Word2vec and Doc2vec algorithms are em-
ployed with shallow classification, while the methods embedding layer and
fastText are employed with deep classification.
4.2.3.1 Word2vec + Machine learning (ML) Algorithms The model presented
in [14] is used. In contrast to this work, we used both CBOW and SG repre-
sentations and carried out a comparison between them.
4.2.3.2 fastText + Deep learning Algorithms The following model with five
consecutive layers presented in [19] is used:
Layer1. This is a randomly-initialised word embedding layer that turns
words in sentences into a feature map and preserves the spatial (contextual)
information for each word.
Layer2. The feature map of Layer1 is scanned by a CNN.
Layer3. Global maxpooling is applied to the output generated by Layer2
to take the maximum score of each pattern. The main function of this
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pooling layer is to reduce the dimension of the CNN representations by
down-sampling the output and keeping the maximum value.
Layer4. The scores from Layer3 are fed to a single feed-forward fully-
connected layer with Relu activation.
Layer5. The output of Layer4 goes finally through a Softmax layer that
predicts the output classes.
To enrich this model, herein the Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-
Gram (SG) of FastText are used to compute the weights of embedding_matrix.
In addition, the deep learning algorithms LSTM and Bi-LSTM are also used
with the same CNN architecture.
5 Experimentation and simulations
The proposed Arabic SA approach is applied to the Algerian Maghrebi di-
alect (DALG), which is primarily used in informal communication including
social media [67]. DALG is not used in school education or television news
but in Algerian everyday life, music, etc., and it also goes by the names ék. P@X
(daArjah), ø
 QK
@ 	Qk. (dziyriy).
The experimental setup is presented below. The lexicon-based and corpus-
based results are evaluated using precision, recall and F1-score metrics. Finally,
an error analysis and corpus validation study are included.
5.1 Experimental setup
5.1.1 Data – lexicon and corpus
The English sentiment lexicon SOCAL [113], which contains 6,769 terms (2,827
adjectives; 1,039 adverbs; 1,761 nouns; 1,142 verbs), is used. SOCAL associates
to each term its global sentiment score (-5 to -1 for negative terms; +1 to +5
for positive terms). Using Glosbe API, 3,952 of the 6,769 terms of SOCAL were
recognised and translated, which resulted in an automatic Arabic sentiment
lexicon ALGLex_V1 with 2,384 entries after associating average sentiment
scores of repeated terms. The manual removal of ambiguous words led to
ALGLex_V2 with 1,745 terms of which 968 are negative, 771 are positive and
6 are neutral.
We also constructed and used a set of corpora that are presented in more detail
in the following:
i) A large Arabic corpus of 15,407,910 messages from the 226 most famous
Algerian Facebook pages was created (November 2017) using RestFB11.
This corpus contains 7,926,504 written in Arabic characters (Ar_corpus1).
11 http://restfb.com/
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ii) An annotated sentiment corpus, ALG_Senti, was automatically con-
structed based on ALGLex_V1 and a sentiment algorithm. This corpus
contains 255,008 messages of which 127,004 are positive and 127,004 mes-
sages are negative. This corpus is very diverse and contains many subjects
such as sport, politics, religions, products company, etc.
iii) Two test corpora for validating our automatic construction were created.
The first, Senti_Alg_test, was created and manually annotated in [58]
and contains 1,000 messages in Algerian dialect (500 in Arabic; 500 in
Arabizi). In the context of this study we only focus on the Arabic part of
this corpus. The second one, SANA_Alg, was created and manually anno-
tated in [103] and contains 513 messages (236 positives; 194 negatives; 83
neutral) extracted from news, political, religion, sports, and society articles
selected at the following Algerian Arabic newspaper web sites: Echorouk12,
Elkhabar13, and Ennahar14. For comparison purposes, in order to proceed
to a binary classification only on the positives and negatives messages (430
messages) are used.
5.1.2 Models
For the Word2vec model, we used the Gensim toolkit15. A context of 10 words
was also used to produce representations for both CBOW, SG, PV-DBOW and
PV-DM of length 300. The Word2vec model was trained on the Ar_corpus1.
For the classification model, the implementation developed in [14] was used.
This implementation calls Word2vec representation and five different classifica-
tion algorithms: GaussianNB (GNB), LogisticRegression (LR), RandomForset
(RF), SGDClassifier (SGD with loss = ‘log’ and penalty = ‘l1’) and LinearSVC
(LSVC with C= ‘1e1’). For the deep learning algorithms, the implementation
developed in [19] was used. This implementation is relying on 300 filters and
a width of 7, i.e each filter is trained to detect a certain pattern in a 7-gram
window of words. In order to classify sentiment in different languages, Attia
et. [19], used a CNN model. In our presented work, four models with the same
architecture are used: CNN, LSTM, MLP and Bi-LSTM. The embedding vec-
tors are constructed using FastText, with the CBOW and SG representations
using the same parameters as with Word2vec (i.e. window = 10 and size =
300). The following settings were used: epoch 100 with early stopping enabled.
This parameter allows us to stop the models at an average of 20 epochs. The
Adam optimiser was used for all the models.
12 www.echoroukonline.com/ara/
13 www.elkhabar.com
14 www.ennaharonline.com
15 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/apiref.html
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5.1.3 Metrics
In the context of this study, we use three metrics (Precision(P), Recall(R)
and F1-score (F1)) for evaluating our sentiment analysis approach. Precision,
as shown in Eq. 1, represents the number of sentiments correctly labelled
as belonging to the positive class divided by the total number of sentiments
labelled as belonging to the positive class. Recall, as shown in Eq. 2, represents
the number of true positives divided by the total number of opinions that
belongs to the positive class. Finally, F-score, as shown in Eq. 3, represents
the harmonic mean of precision and recall [72].
P =
TP
TP + FP
(1)
R =
TP
TP + FN
(2)
F1 =
2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R
=
2 ∗ TP
2 ∗ TP + FP + FN (3)
Where TP represents True Positive (i.e. manually annotated as positive and
predicted by the model as positive). TN represents True Negative (i.e. manu-
ally annotated as negative and predicted by the model as negative). FP repre-
sents False Positive (i.e. manually annotated as negative and predicted by the
model as positive). And FN represents False Negative (i.e. manually annotated
as positive and predicted by the model by negative.
5.2 Experimental results
5.2.1 Lexicon-based approach results
Three metrics were used to evaluate the proposed Arabic SA approach: pre-
cision (P), recall (R) and F1 Score (F1). Table 4 shoes the different (P, R,
F1) results obtained after the application of the proposed Arabic SA ap-
proach to the test corpora set: Senti (used in [58]) and SANA_Alg (used
in [103]). The results are presented in relation to the two versions of the Al-
gerian sentiment lexicon: the automatic constructed one (ALGLex_V1) and
the manually reviewed one (ALGLex_V2). It is noticed that the ALGLex_V2
F1-score is the same as the ALGLex_V1 F1-score for Senti_Alg, while the
ALGLex_V2 F1-score is slightly higher than the ALGLex_V1 F1-score in the
case of SANA_Alg. The manual review involved in the construction of AL-
GLex_V2 is reflected in its precision and recall being higher than and lower
than the ALGLex_V1 precision and recall, respectively, for both test corpora.
The automatic annotation needs to be as precise as possible, hence the in-
crease in precision of our proposed lexicon-based approach fits perfectly with
our ultimate goal.
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Lexicon Version Senti_Alg SANA_Alg
P R F1 P R F1
ALGLex_V1 0.76 0.68 0.72 0.54 0.48 0.51
ALGLex_V2 0.81 0.65 0.72 0.58 0.47 0.52
Table 4 Lexicon-based approach applied on Algerian Dialect
5.2.2 Corpus-based approach results
The construction of our annotated corpus ALG_Senti is firstly based on the
sentiment score returned by our lexicon-based approach. In the context of this
study, we consider that a message is potentially positive if its sentiment score
is greater than 0, and potentially negative when its sentiment score is lower
than 0. However, other features for annotation are considered as we aim to
increase the precision of our annotation process. We denote the feature re-
lated to score by Score, the feature related to the number of positive/negative
words related to the total number of words by Compare_total, and the fea-
ture related to comparison between the number of positive/negative words by
Compare_pos_neg. The importance of using these features are shown in Table
5, which illustrates the results obtained when implementing each feature. It
can be seen that the application of each feature increases the precision, from
81% to 89% (for Senti_Alg) and from 58% to 100% (for SANA_Alg). The
increase of precision is related to the decrease of recall. However, in our con-
text, precision is more important than recall. This is because we start with a
very large and voluminous Arabic corpus and, even with a minimum recall,
the resulted annotated corpus is still voluminous.
Table 6 presents the proposed system implemented with Word2vec + ML
algorithms and FastText with deep learning algorithms on Senti_Alg and
SANA_Alg, respectively. Regarding the classification algorithms, Table 6 re-
sults are mitigated between SG and CBOW models, i.e. with some ML clas-
sifiers, such as GNB, CBOW outperforms SG on both test corpora, while
with others, such as LSVC, SG outperforms CBOW. The same observation
could be drawn with deep learning classifiers: CBOW outperforms SG with
CNN, while SG outperforms CBOW with MLP. Regarding the ML classifiers,
the SGD classifier outperforms the other classifiers with both CBOW and SG
models on Senti_Alg with an F1 up to 87.77% with CBOW and up to 86.27%
on SG; while the GNB outperforms the other classifiers with both CBOW and
SG models on SANA_Alg with an F1 up to 81.00% with CBOW and up to
75.82% with SG. For deep learning classifiers, it can be seen that LSTM and
MLP outperform the other classifiers with the best F1 (80.40%) on Senti_Alg
being achieved by SG model with the MLP classifier while on SANA_Alg
the best F1 (61.99%) is achieved using CBOW with LSTM. To sum up, us-
ing Word2vec with shallow classifiers outperform fastText with deep learning
classifiers on both test corpora Senti_Alg and SANA_Alg. This is perfectly
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AGLex_V2 Senti_Alg SANA_Alg
P R F1 P R F1
Score 0.81 0.65 0.72 0.58 0.47 0.52
Compare_total 0.88 0.29 0.43 1.0 0.01 0.02
Compare_pos_neg 0.89 0.28 0.42 1.0 0.01 0.02
Table 5 Annotation process results by applying different features using ALGLex_V2
Model Type Classif. alg. Senti_Alg SANA_Alg
P R F1 P R F1
GNB 93.50 74.80 83.11 81.17 80.23 81.00
LR 82.09 88.00 84.94 76.23 70.83 73.43
CBOW RF 85.07 75.20 79.83 71.54 77.50 74.40
SGD 85.28 90.40 87.77 80.28 72.92 76.42
LSVC 82.71 88.00 85.27 74.44 69.17 71.71
Word2vec GNB 90.34 74.80 81.84 62.37 96.67 75.82
LR 85.10 86.80 85.94 79.09 72.50 75.65
SG RF 85.59 76.00 80.51 72.05 76.25 74.09
SGD 84.62 88.00 86.27 82.74 67.92 74.60
LSVC 85.32 86.00 85.66 78.80 71.25 74.84
CNN 78.06 78.00 77.99 59.34 59.77 59.20
CBOW MLP 78.00 78.00 78.00 57.57 57.93 57.62
LSTM 80.24 80.20 80.19 61.95 62.07 61.99
FastText Bi-LSTM 80.03 80.00 79.99 61.00 61.15 61.05
CNN 80.33 80.00 79.95 58.27 58.85 57.66
MLP 80.41 80.40 80.40 58.84 59.08 58.90
SG LSTM 79.00 79.00 79.00 59.33 59.54 59.39
Bi-LSTM 77.61 77.60 77.60 59.56 60.00 58.59
Table 6 Shallow and deep classification results on the corpus constructed automatically
understandable because deep learning is more adequate for data annotated
manually and with higher annotation precision.
5.3 Discussion and Error Analysis
Our Arabic SA approach is based on an automatic corpus annotation with a
sentiment lexicon that has been applied to the Algerian dialect. In order to
compare our results with those presented in the literature, we use the same
test corpora used in both [58] and [103]. The results for Arabic presented in
[58] had an F1 up to 68% while the application of our Arabic SA approach
has an F1 up to 88%, i.e. an improvement of 20 percentage points. The results
presented in [103] had an F1 up to 75% while the application of our Arabic SA
approach has an F1 up to 81%, i.e. an improvement of 6 percentage points.
However, it is worth noting the following issues:
– The quality of the sentiment lexicon definitely affects the quality of the au-
tomatic annotation. The following drawbacks were observed with lexicon
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construction and with the proposed algorithm for sentiment score compu-
tation:
– Irregular plural. In general, in Arabic and its dialects, the plural is
formed by adding the same suffixes; although there are some words
that do not follow the plural regular forms. For example the plural of
the word iJ
ÊÓ ( good) is neither the regular form 	á
jJ
ÊÓ nor the regular
form 	àñîD
ÊÓ, but rather hCÓ.
– The non-presence of certain words in the lexicon. Certain words, like
ðXA¿ (a gift), are not present in our lexicon; hence they could not be
considered for sentiment scores.
– The non handling of intensifiers. Certain adjective such as 	¬@ 	QK. (very)
intensify the sentiment of words.
Thus, it is crucial to handle them properly for improving the computation
of sentiment.
– The most important classification errors were due to some errors that
occurred in the automatic annotated corpus, i.e. in the training corpus
construction. For example the messages ù

	®ºK ÕæB@ éÓA	m 	¯ ñK. Ag. (Djabou the
excellency of the name is sufficient) was annotated negative when it is pos-
itive. Another example is the message Q
	mÌ'@ I. J
k. éË @ I. ªË@ ø
 YîE. (guide the
play, we hope god bring the good things) was wrongly annotated as positive
when it is known that “we hope god bring the good things" is an expression
used to speak about bad things. Thus, manually reviewing the automatic
annotation will definitely improve the results.
5.4 Corpus validation
To validate the constructed corpus automatically, we focus on a sample con-
taining 3,048 messages (1,488 positives ; 1,560 negatives). Afterwards, we man-
ually review this sample. The messages that are correctly annotated are kept
and those which are wrongly annotated are corrected. In addition, some ob-
jective messages not possessing a sentiment are deleted. Our first observation
is that, among the 3,048 messages that are manually reviewed, 85.17% (2,596
messages) are correctly annotated. To the best of our knowledge, this corpus
is the first manually checked annotated sentiment corpus that handles DALG
as well as MSA.
The utility of the manual reviewing is shown in Table 7 results of classifi-
cation after a manual review of the corpus. It can be seen clearly that the
manual reviewing of the corpus improve slightly the F1 on Senti_Alg: up to
90% using Word2vec SG with SGD classifier. No improvement on SANA_Alg
was observed with shallow classifiers where the best result F1 remained 81%.
However, by using the manually reviewed corpus, the results obtained with
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deep learning classifiers are drastically improved: the best F1 on Senti_Alg
is 90.20% using FastText SG with MLP classifier; the best F1 on SANA_Alg
using the corpus constructed automatically was is 61.99%, which increased
after the manual review to 71.56%, i.e. an improvement of nearly 10 points.
As it was mentioned earlier, deep learning classifiers give better results the
higher the data accuracy is, although they require large datasets. A corpus
containing 3,048 messages is clearly not large enough to obtain good results
using deep learning.
Model Type Classif. alg. Senti_Alg SANA_Alg
P R F1 P R F1
GNB 93.65 70.80 80.64 77.73 68.33 72.73
LR 94.50 82.40 88.03 87.94 72.92 79.73
CBOW RF 85.78 70.00 77.09 85.16 55.00 66.84
SGD 86.97 90.80 88.85 91.36 61.67 73.63
Word2vec LSVC 89.58 86.00 87.76 90.00 63.75 74.63
GNB 93.09 70.00 79.91 66.77 93.75 77.99
LR 95.43 83.60 89.13 86.32 76.25 80.97
SG RF 91.58 69.60 79.09 85.92 50.83 63.87
SGD 88.76 91.60 90.16 83.41 75.42 79.21
LSVC 91.77 84.80 88.15 84.32 65.00 73.41
CNN 87.54 87.40 87.39 73.04 71.26 71.23
CBOW MLP 86.33 86.20 86.19 70.30 70.11 70.17
LSTM 86.21 86.20 86.20 72.21 71.26 71.32
Bi-LSTM 88.27 88.20 88.19 74.98 71.95 71.75
FastText CNN 88.09 88.00 87.99 70.17 69.66 69.74
MLP 90.28 90.20 90.20 70.55 70.57 70.56
SG LSTM 86.86 86.60 86.58 71.62 69.89 69.85
Bi-LSTM 88.04 88.00 88.00 72.40 71.49 71.56
Table 7 Shallow and deep classification results on the validated corpus
6 Conclusion and perspective
In this paper, we presented a robust approach for SA of Arabic and its di-
alects. To do this, we firstly created an Arabic sentiment lexicon based on a
translated English lexicon. We employed the constructed lexicon in the cre-
ation of a large automatically tagged sentiment corpus of Algerian Facebook
messages that were automatically extracted using Facebook RestAPI. Further,
we focused on handling the morphological characteristics of Arabic and its di-
alects. For classification we used shallow (GNB, LR, RF, SGD, LSVC) and
deep (CNN, MLP, LSTM, Bi-LSTM) classifiers. For shallow classification we
used Word2vec while for deep classification we used fastText. For validating
and comparing the constructed corpus, we carried out a set of experiments on
two external tests set, and it was observed that our approach outperforms the
results presented in the research literature. We also focused on a set of sam-
ples that we manually reviewed and it was noted that 85.17% were correctly
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annotated. Although this approach was applied to an under-resource Arabic
language, it is obvious that it was a generic approach that can be extended to
other languages. In addition, the same methodology could be utilised in other
NLP tasks that require annotated data.
There are issues when applying the proposed Arabic SA approach. The most
important one is the lack of precision in the automatic annotation, which we
addressed with a manual review. However, to answer the other drawbacks, we
plan to focus in future on the following aspects:
1. To enrich the proposed lexicon with calling Word2vec. The aim of
Word2vec is to return the semantically closest word to a given word (i.e.
words with similar vectors). However, the problem with this technique is
that the two words ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are returned as too close. These two
words appear frequently in the same context. Hence it is crucial to resolve
this ‘good/bad’ issue.
2. We observed that the manually reviewed corpus improved slightly the re-
sults obtained when shallow classifiers were used while the improvements
were more significant when deep learning classifiers were used. However, the
small size of the corpus limited these improvements, and therefore increas-
ing the size of the manually reviewed corpus would improve the results. In
any case, reviewing an automatically constructed corpus would be certainly
less consuming, in terms of time and effort required, than constructing such
a corpus from scratch.
3. In this paper, we focused on two major aspects of automatic annotations:
emoticons and sentiment lexicon. However, other directions could have been
followed such as the one based on prediction. Hence, we plan to construct an
annotated corpus (manually or semi-automatically) with a limited number
of messages (1000 messages), as general as possible so as to handle as
many topics and domains as possible, to generate a model (shallow; deep;
hybrid) to predict and automatically annotate other messages extracted
from a voluminous corpus.
4. Other prominent issues to investigate include the non-standard romanisa-
tion (called Arabizi) that Arabic speakers often use in social media. Arabizi
uses Latin alphabet, numbers, punctuation for writing Arabic words: for
example, the word ‘mli7’ is the romanised form of the Arabic word ‘iJ
ÊÓ’
(‘good ’). Recent work has been carried out for handling Arabizi in [58,57].
In the first one, an Arabizi sentiment corpus was constructed automatically
while a transliteration step was presented for handling Arabizi in the second
one, which relatively improved the results with a rule-based transliteration
approach. Our future aim includes the proposal of an approach for han-
dling Arabic and Arabizi, and to develop a statistical approach for Arabizi
transliteration.
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5. In future, we also plan to automatically construct resources (lexicon and
corpus) for dialects other than Algerian (Tunisian, Moroccan, Egyptian,
etc.). It would also be interesting to apply this approach to languages such
as English or Chinese.
6. Finally, we aim to extend the proposed approach to other NLP tasks such
as identification, hate detection, fake news detection, etc.
To sum up, this paper presented and validated an automatically constructed
corpus, dedicated to Arabic sentiment analysis. The sentiment classification
was done using both shallow and deep algorithm. However, the encouraging
results obtained by using this approach lead to some open issues principally
related to the generalisation. Indeed, this approach could be generalised to
other dialects, other languages and also to other fields. Hence, the aim of our
future work is to carry out and to analyse the generalisation of this approach.
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